Shaping Concepts

It is all about artistic expressions and exchanges at the Indo-Korean ceramic residency, says Lalithaa Krishnan.

Artists at work & some of the clay creations.

Jinhee, Jung Hyesook and Kim Younghyun from the Ecole Superieure d’Art des Pyrenees (France) share a common love for oriental motifs and exotic hues. Between steaming cups of lemon tea, they narrate their experiences. Jinhee has crafted a coffee table top using a shallow tumbal with raised mango motifs as mould and will incorporate the kutkutvlakka shape and kalam design in his generally stencils.

Sparrows and butterflies have become a rarity. I’m working on bird figurines and construction rods to illustrate my concept. He aims to portray contemporary issues differently through traditional techniques and finds ample scope for his creative instincts at Dakshinachitra, Chennai. Ashish Chowdhury (Kolkata) employs circular shapes to construct stoneware forms such as an owl, with wide well-defined ‘engobe’ areas. The juxtaposition of delicate Korean-style line drawings with rough textured walls and ‘engobe’ touches by Phalguni Samanta (Kolkata) plays up subtle contrasts and testifies to his strength as an illustrator. Korean ceramists Son decorative art. He enjoys using the potter’s wheel. ‘I like the texture of the local clay.’ Classic symmetry and precision distinguish his work.

Kim Jaeryu plans an installation with large sheep and miniature houses triggered by a childhood memory. They will demonstrate varying perspectives of distance and nearness. His use of thermocool moulds and frames to build large forms inspires other artists. Kim Seungtaek’s realistic man-animal hybrids depict deities that guard the entrance to the Buddha temple. His works include a cow-faced, armour-clad warrior who personifies dignity and nobility.

Lunch hour is unwind time in which relaxed conversation, good natured ribbing and laughter mingle with the crackle of appalam and aromas of sambar and avial. The thought occurs that if an Indian and a Korean artist were to work in tandem, creating a sculpture from concept to completion, it would result in a deeper exchange of ideas and techniques.

The Indian artists share a good rapport with their Korean counterparts who have brought books that illustrate their tradition and techniques.

ON SHOW

The completed works will be on view at the exhibition ‘Earth Matters’ from February 24 to March 5 at the Lalit Kala Akademi, Chennai, where the artists will meet visitors.

work of his colleagues, students and workmates, with particular thanks to Arun, Lokenath and Gnanam.

The Indian artists share a good rapport with their Korean counterparts who have brought books that illustrate their tradition and techniques. ‘Their specific tools and shaping aids are superior. Their work is technically excellent, very precise, using exact measurements. Their confidence in executing large pieces is admirable. Our strength lies in our ability to flow with the wave, assimilate and adapt’ is the Indian consensus.

The Koreans in turn are fascinated by the presence of colour everywhere. ‘We are floored by the warmth, hospitality, friendliness and the serene ambience. Of course, we love the food!’ All the participating artists are thankful to the organisers for the unique opportunity and facilities afforded by this residency.

Gukanraj, who heads the Department of Ceramics, Kalakshetra, is the official co-ordinator. Bunting between studio and kiln, ensuring that the artists get whatever they need, he wins the unanimous vote for being a pillar of strength. Gukan’s considerable expertise comes to the fore in mixing and supplying the materials to suit individual specifications, the firing and glazing process.

Gukan gives due credit to the cooperation and hard
Chennai canvas
The sun in a platter

SUJATHA SHANKAR KUMAR
At the new gallery of Inko Centre, the inaugural exhibition Ceramic Connect showcases the works of 28 artists from Korea and India. There is a basket made of porcelain modules and delicately woven with wire by Kim JinHyung from Korea, who has also co-ordinated the exhibition. There is also a tall, wood-fired vase with wicker vertical stripes around the flared mouth by senior ceramic artist Deborah Smith from Auroville. A pleasing array of crafted lamps in animal shapes temp like sugar casts while an intense burner in the shape of a teapot with many spouts titled Cosmos 2, draws on a variety of rituals. While the Korean work is entrenched in craft, derived as definitive forms, often nostalgic about the world of animals, everyday objects and childhood reminiscences, the Indian artists explore textures and conceptual ideations, evident, for instance in P.K. Daroz’s Sea Bed – crusty and fossilised in blues, greens and whites. I am drawn to a shimmering disc set in ultramarine blue as if torn out of some volcanic explosion to become a jagged sun on the wall. On close examination - and you have to get really close – you see that there are nails embedded and millions of gold threads criss-crossing. Priya Sundaravalli from Auroville says, “There are 108 brass nails. I am really caught up with 108 as a sacred number.”

Sundaravalli was in Korea for a residency at the Clayarch Gimhae Museum, a leader in the field of archtectural ceramics. “I was the only foreigner there,” she tells me. She could not speak the language and one may call it poetic justice that her work grew out of this silence. Smatterings of verse broke through tug at her heartstrings in New Mexico. “I discovered Auroville in America,” she says. Talking about her Indian upbringing, she recollects playing with coconut shells with their round eyes and mouths. “We pretended they are gods.” The same kind of reverence for clay guides her today, shapes arising from acts of devotion. Sundaravalli’s delight at having “Limitless freedom” to make expressions is surely true for all those who play with and nurture clay, evident in the diverse and unbound forms at this show, each a surprise in its own way.

The morning will surely come by Priya Sundaravalli
her imposed vipassana when
Sundaravalli discovered Tagore’s Gitanjali translated into Korean.
Title 19. If Thou Speakest Not
sparked the title for her piece – “The morning will surely come...” and it continues: “the darkness will vanish/ and thy voice pour down/ in golden streams/ breaking through the sky.”

Despite the language barrier, Priya says, “The Koreans are warm people of the earth.” I am curious about the Indian connect. Dr Kim Yang-Shik is the Chairperson of the Indian Art Museum in Seoul and Priya tells me there are older ties from the past. “The people of Gimhae believe an Ayodhya princess travelled with an entire contingent in a sea fleet to marry a Korean prince, over 2000 years ago. They celebrate this connection every year in Busan, South Korea,” According to legend, the Princess who married King Kim Su-ro of the Kingdom of Gakute came to be known as Queen Heo Hwang-ok. Clay is a plant medium, yet it requires skill and process to yield it in the many shapes that populate the gallery. Gouged, cut out, shaped, sliced or made in bits, the marvel of clay is that it somehow makes us relate to the soil, reminding us of our closeness to the earth and the human touch. The allure of ceramic objects is how they convey these deep impressions made on them by hands. Sundaravalli studied ceramic art in New Mexico with Felipe Ortega, a Jicarilla Apache, who is also a medicine man. Like her findings of Tagore in Korea, Sundaravalli felt a

The writer has degrees from NID and The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She is passionate about unravelling art through dialogue and writing.
For ceramic art lovers

At Lalit Kala Akademi till March 5

InKo Centre, in association with Arts Council Korea (ARKO), Lalit Kala Akademi and Kalakshetra Foundation presents ‘EarthMatters2: Contemporary Indian and Korean Ceramic Art’.

Twelve artists, six each from India and Korea, are showcasing their works at Lalit Kala Akademi till March 5.

The exhibition is open from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. For further details, call 2829 0804.
Korean connections

The Grand Opening of the Masters of Food and Wine series at Park Hyatt, was a great start to the anticipated culinary festival, setting the stage for the week to follow. As usual, guests were spoilt for choice, opting for bite-sized portions at various stations in an attempt to try everything. We started with a baked brie and beef bourguignon at the French counter, moving on to crispy tacos and guacamole for some Latin American flavour. And then, the star attraction, the Korean station manned by visiting chefs Runseok Yand and Kyunchon Lee. While most of us played it safe with the tried and tested binimbap, both chefs encouraged us to give the other dishes a shot. Korean pancakes, floursome broths and a cinnamon punch to cool you down, should the fiery after-taste be too much.

The fashion brigade had loads to do this Saturday, stopping off first at Collage for an exclusive preview of Shivan & Narresh’s Cruise Resort’15 collection. Inspired by the canvases of abstract expressionist painter Mark Rothko, the designers presented a line that was sophisticated, edgy and, I must say, bringing some serious heat. Malliots, dresses and saris, in shades of ruby, cerulean and topaz, were presented in an interactive format, where besides the professionals, guests were encouraged to try on and model the pieces. They were also given a quick demo on how to style the various separates according to body types and vacation needs. Getting a lot of attention was a ‘bikini sari’, made popular by Sushmita Sen, who walked the ramp recently for the duo. The designers also offered this type of look as a ‘sexy solution’ to women who want to look great but aren’t comfortable baring all.

Later in the week, Magnum ice cream launched their fourth variant, Choco-Cappuccino. The stars of the event were Asia’s best pastry chef, Janice Wong, and World Barista Champion Fritz Storm, who put up a fun, sundae-making session that the guests, who varied from socialites to entrepreneurs and fashion designers, thoroughly enjoyed.

Elsewhere, an evening of Korean tea and Teek (rice cakes) marked the inauguration of the new InKo Centre at Adyar. After the centre was inaugurated by Korean Consul General Kyungsoo Kim, Venu Srinivasan (TVS Motor Company MD) and B S Seo (Hyundai Motor India MD), a Korean percussion and string band E-Do, entertained the gathering.

Go Nuclea

Known for his bass-heavy electronic act, Ahmedabad-based musician Nuclea is a household name among home-grown artists. He is heading to Pasha tonight, where he will play some of his famous hits, including one from his last album Kochh Monster, which is a fusion of South Indian street and folk music, with his signature style. From 9 pm at The Park. Tickets at Rs 300 on insider.in.
Earth ‘Matters’ for these Artists

Imagine a pot having hands. The very thought might make you laugh. And at the Lalit Kala Akademi, Greens Road, you might either give away a smile or end up guffawing by having a look at pot that has one hand that’s plump and fluffy and the other one that’s amusingly wavy. This piece of art titled ‘Babu Moshai’ by artist Phalguni Samanta from Odisha is one among a few others that have an element of humour. “It is inspired from the Babu culture in Odisha,” Samanta told City Express.

Not just that, a total of 12 artists — six from India and six from Korea — have come together for the second edition of EarthMatters, an Indo-Korean ceramic exhibition, having their art works displayed, providing a feast to the eyes. The exhibition was inaugurated by N Gopalaswami, chairman, Kalakshetra Foundation, on Tuesday.

True to its name, the exhibition gives its way to nature and all things that earth has to offer — sand and mud forming an integral part of a couple of pieces. Showing us one of his art works that has a human body merged with a chair, with mud spilled on the top of the chair and mustard trees planted therein, Samanta said, “This one is made of ceramic just as many of my works are... I have essentially juxtaposed a chair with the upper half of a man.” He added, “Through the mud and the mustard trees, I want to convey to the onlooker that we are disturbing nature. I have also scattered pieces of glass all around that look the way the top part of a hut appears.” He said that his art works are first manifested as a human form. “But when you look closely, you can see different shapes,” he said. And did he have any interaction with Korean artists? “I learnt a lot from Yoo Euijeong’s art works. He too employs ceramic and his works are highly inspirational,” he responded.

Showing us his sculptures that have the body of a human and the head of a bull, South Korean artist Kim Seungtaek, who also curated the event said, “I have combined objects from India and South Korea. Armour forms an integral part of my art work.” He added, “I have given a contemporary touch to ancient traditional sculptures, and hence have named this collection ‘Past & Present’.”

The exhibition at the Lalit Kala Akademi, Greens Road, is on till March 5.

— Express Features
On a CERAMIC tour

Chennai-based ceramic artist Gukan Raj shares his experiences of his recent Korean trip with LAKSHMI VENKATRAMAN.

has studios in China and the U.S.)
There, the firing is done using a method that lasts six days and where only wood is used. It is known as a climbing kiln and has three chambers. It takes a week for loading and a week for firing. In this process, no glazing is done, but the colour tones are decided by the position in which the product is placed in the kiln. Five different types of clay are utilised which determine the final colours and textures of the product.

Gukan was given a free hand to work with the kiln. "Even in South India, we get different types of clay and I am trying to work with them. I am confident that with better facilities, we can also get equally good results here," says Gukan, who takes care of the ceramic studio at Kalakshetra, Chennai.

Along with two other artists, Gukan also visited the studio of Pyon Kyu Ri, a PhD in glazing technique. In Korea, there are a variety of chemicals which artists use for glazing, with some being imported from Europe.

"We could work and test with some glazing chemicals. Also, the loading trays are made of lighter material, so it is easier to handle. The week-long stay and discussions were interesting and informative. It was a rewarding experience."

Going into more detail, Gukan says, "Artist Lee Jae Joon's large works naturally need a big kiln. The sculptures are made in two or three segments and then placed together. Even the loading is done mechanically."

Learning new methods and using materials was a novel experience for the visiting Indian artists. Lee Jae Joon's father used to have a traditional studio, where one can find a superb collection from different dynasties of the past. The senior ceramist used to have international students interning with him as early as in the 1950s. The Korean ceramic tradition is ancient and it was from there that ceramic techniques went to Japan. Gukan Raj visited a few other artists' studios too. Yoon Young Su makes murals on slabs. Some are quite flat and some have forms in low relief. "Once colours are added, these slabs look like paintings from a distance; it's only on closer inspection that one realises they are ceramic sculptures."

Another artist, Ko Hee Sook, works with translucent porcelain utility ware. The four hours spent with her, feeling the clay and watching the casting process, were quite exciting. She is an internationally known award-winning artist and has participated in several biennales. Lee Chang Hwa is a specialist in porcelain throwing and he uses red glaze and reduction firing process.

"We also visited the ceramic studio of Silhyeong Woo, where only brown glazing is done. The firing takes three weeks in the climbing kiln which is around 40 to 50 ft long. Ceramic items made during four months would be loaded at a time; firing is done only twice a year."

How is Gukan's Korean experience helping his work here?

"I've started teaching some of the techniques to students here, such as the casting process and different types of throwing methods for pottery. Lee Inchin is an expert and I learnt it from him. I am also designing a gas kiln and hope to get it made here."

The Indian ceramists visited and presented lectures at four universities - the Hongik University, the Seoul Women's University, the Sookmyung Women's University and the Seoul National University of Science and Technology. Gukan spoke on traditional and contemporary Indian crafts such as hand-made terracotta figures, history of metal crafts and history of stone craft.
Sculpting contrast as India meets Korea

Arpita.Bose@timesgroup.com

Chennai: Kneading, moulding and carving, 12 artists—six each from India and Korea—have embarked on a journey of discovery of art, culture and ceramics in a month-long Indo-Korean residency. After five weeks, their labour of love will be on show at Lalit Kala Akademi from February 25.

As they pore over their work, share ideas and a laugh over tea in a large room in the leafy surroundings of Kaikaleshtra, their sculptures come to life, each with a story to tell. Giant sheep, animal gods and delicate temple motifs make up part of the Korean works, while the Indians have abstract patterns of flowers, houses and an over-sized head representing the conflict and contradictions of man, nature and society.

The works juxtapose the precision of the East Asians, known for their mastery in the art, with the fluidity of the Indian style. “The Koreans are technically strong, they are precise, they use advanced tools and use computers to measure every bit of their work. While we are more spontaneous and build with our hands,” says Bhopal-based artist Nidhi Chopra.

The residency, which is second in a series called ‘Earth Matters’, an initiative by Inko-Centre, Lalit Kala Akademi and Kaikaleshtra, is more than just an art exchange. The Korean artists strive to soak in the sights and sounds of Chennai. Jung Hyesook has bought an earthen water pot for inspiration and a plastic toy elephant to be used as a mold. “I am fascinated by Lord Ganesha and the temple elephants and plan to make something using elephant forms and as the clay here is stronger than what we get back home, we can play around with ideas,” she says.

For another artist, Kim Younghun, who is working on a chandelier-like structure with motifs from Korean temples, colours are what define his perception of all things Indian. “My work is a blend of European and Korean styles and the Indian touch will be colours like green and violet, a break from the Korean obsession with red and yellow.”

Working on traditional Korean animal gods, senior artist and museum director of Clayarch Gimhae Museum in South Korea, Kim Seung Taek says though he will only use coloured beads as adornments for his sculpture, he wants to bring in more Indian elements in his work.

True to the idea of the exchange programme, Seung Taek plans to collaborate with young Delhi-based artist Srinia Chowdhury. They will be working on two sides of a sculpture. “Korean ceramic art comes across as pristine, precise and pretty while Indian artists have a lot of layers, textures and colours,” says Chowdhury. The global market is opening up, and advanced tools, ready glazes replacing manual methods but it is still the patient wait for the transformation of the fragile forms in the furnace that fires these artists from across boundaries.
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Artists at work. Photos: R. Ragu
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Korean Artists at the Ceramic Workshop, Kalakshetra Campus. Photo: R. Ragu
It is all about artistic expressions and exchanges at the Indo-Korean ceramic residency, says Lalithaa Krishnan.

The Kalakshetra Foundation’s leafy environs form the ideal retreat for the four-week Indo-Korean ceramic residency, organised jointly with the INKO Centre and the Lalit Kala Akademi. Garden meets work space as light and air stream through the wooden trellis. In this self-contained world, the afternoon quiet is broken by the occasional bird call as the group of 12 artists (six Koreans and six Indians) is immersed in work.

Clay forms and sculptures in various stages of completion engage intermittent groups of visitors, who admire the scale and detailing on two large woolly sheep figures, peer at embossed mango motifs on a bowl and gaze curiously at a basket filled with little white pigeons.

“The satisfaction of working with my hands drew me to clay, which symbolises the five elements – earth, fire, water, air and ether. My stoneware sculptures are based on my experiences and society - a mixture of my past and present,” explains Srinia Chowdhury (Kolkata). One of her works, incorporating Korean features, is a representation of naari shakti.

Zaida Jacob (Baroda) has worked with metal, but clay remains a favourite as it is, “a medium with which one creates by adding rather than subtracting.” “Home is where you hang your heart,” she smiles, which explains her focus on dwellings. Stoneware houses with half shut doors and windows prompt you to ponder over the symbolism. She points out a miniature jali work panel from which you can see through the open doorway in the opposite wall. “When I saw the Korean artists’ round punching tool, I used it for the perforations.”

Nidhi Chopra’s (Bhopal) conviction that all life originates from and returns to the earth finds expression in stoneware sculptures of pollen pods and emergent stalks. Her free-flowing forms echo sea shell and coral contours.

Potrarasan voices strong concerns about the environment through installation art. “With urban growth, pigeons have no choice but to..."
coexist amidst concrete high rises. Sparrows and butterflies have become a rarity. I’m working on bird figurines and construction rods to illustrate my concept”. He aims to portray contemporary issues differently through traditional techniques and finds ample scope for his creative instincts at Dakshinachitra, Chennai.

**Ashish Chowdhury** (Kolkata) employs circular shapes to construct stoneware forms such as an owl, with wide well-defined ‘engobe’ areas.

The juxtaposition of delicate Korean-style line drawings with rough textured walls and ‘engobe’ touches by **Phalguni Samanta** (Kolkata) plays up subtle contrasts and testifies to his strength as an illustrator.

Korean ceramists **Son Jinhee, Jung Hyesook** and **Kim Younghyun** graduated from the Ecole Superieure d’Art des Pyrenees (France) and share a common love for oriental motifs and exotic hues. Between steaming cups of lemon tea, they narrate their experiences. Jinhee has crafted a coffee table top using a shallow tambalam with raised mango motifs as mould and will incorporate the kuthuvilakku shape and kolam designs through **sui generis** stencils.

Younghyun believes that shape is related to a story. She gives an edge to local pottery by gluing together cracked pieces covered with chocolate wrappers.

Younghyun’s penchant for traditional carved wooden roof supports and beams highlighted in vivid colours is reflected in his pieces.

**Yoo Euijeong**’s stately terracotta urns are embellished with traditional Korean motifs and florettes that resemble Indian decorative art. He enjoys using the potter’s wheel. “I like the texture of the local clay.” Classic symmetry and precision distinguish his work.

**Kim Jaegyu** plans an installation with large sheep and miniature houses triggered by a childhood memory. They will demonstrate varying perspectives of distance and nearness. His use of thermacol moulds and frames to build large forms inspires other artists.

**Kim Seungtaek**’s realistic man-animal hybrids depict deities that guard the entrance to the Buddha temple. His works include a cow-faced, armour-clad warrior who personifies dignity and nobility.

Lunch hour is unwind time in which relaxed conversation, good natured ribbing and laughter mingle with the crackle of appalam and aromas of sambar and avial. The thought occurs that if an Indian and a Korean artist were to work in tandem, creating a sculpture from concept to completion, it would result in a deeper exchange of ideas and techniques.

**Gukanraj**, who heads the Department of Ceramics, Kalakshetra, is the official co-ordinator. Bustling between studio and kiln, ensuring that the artists get whatever they need, he wins the unanimous vote for being a pillar of strength. Gukan’s considerable expertise comes to the fore in mixing and supplying the materials to suit individual specifications, the firing and glazing process.

Gukan gives due credit to the cooperation and hard work of his colleagues, students and workmen, with particular thanks to Arun, Loknath and Gnanam.

The Indian artists share a good rapport with their Korean counterparts who have brought books that illustrate their tradition and techniques. “Their specific tools and shaping aids are superior. Their work is technically excellent, very precise, using exact measurements. Their confidence in executing large pieces is admirable. Our strength lies in our ability to go with the flow, assimilate and adapt” is the Indian consensus.

The Koreans in turn are fascinated by the presence of colour everywhere. “We are floored by the warmth, hospitality, friendliness and the serene ambience. Of course, we love the food!” All the participating artists are thankful to the organisers for the unique opportunity and facilities afforded by this residency.
Kalakshetra Foundation added 2 new photos.

Earth Matters II: Indo Korean Ceramic Residency

InKo Centre

in association with

Arts Council Korea (ARKO), Lalit Kala Akademi and Kalakshetra Foundation,

is delighted to present a unique Indo-Korean Ceramic residency project that will bring together 12 ceramic artists - 6 each from India and Korea - in a 4-week residency in Chennai. This is the second in India, following the first edition in January 2012.

The residency at Kalakshetra Foundation from 19 January - 23 February 2015 will be followed by an Indo-Korean Ceramic Exhibition at Lalit Kala Akademi, Chennai from 25 February to 5 March 2015.

Kalakshetra Foundation is pleased to welcome you to informally meet and interact with the artists at Kalakshetra Foundation, any day, between 25 & 30 January 2015.
Earth Matters II: Indo Korean Ceramic Residency... - Kalakshetra Foundation
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